
FPV RACE

RETAIL 
SALE PRICE

The most beloved team member 
for any professional pilot.

The Torvol Quad PITSTOP Backpack pro easily 
carries 4 quads and all your FPV gear, such as 
goggles, transmitter, LiPo’s, tools and more to any 
race. It features Torvol’s PITSTOP area; a portable 
work space to adjust and modify your quads quick 
and effortless. Torvol’s CLEAN SPACE prevents you 
from dirty knees while doing so.

The backpack includes multiple organizer pockets 
provide ample space for smaller FPV gear and 
personal belongings, while larger items like a tripod 
and a foldable chair can be strapped to the outside. 
The dedicated laptop pocket on the backside holds 
a 15 inch laptop and a charger. An expandable 
raincover, thick back padding and a hip and sternum 
strap ensure comfort and convenience while 
travelling to your race.

This Quad PITSTOP Backpack Pro makes sure you 
can focus on your race and be less bothered by 
preparing for it.

QUAD PITSTOP BACKPACK PRO



KEY FEATURES

FPV RACE QUAD PITSTOP BACKPACK PRO

Torvol PITSTOP 
Unfold this bag into a flat area to build or 
repair your quad quickly and easily, on an 
easy to clean surface.

Torvol CLEANSEAT 
Sit down on Torvols CLEANSEAT while 
repairing your quad and keep your pants 
neat in the process.  

Torvol MAGNETCASE 
Never lose screws again, with this magnetized 
case.



FPV RACE

WHAT CAN YOU BRINGADDITIONAL FEATURES

4 quads, transmitter, FPV goggles, props, 
LiPo’s, tripod, tools, screws, spare parts, 
laptop and charger and personal items.

• Expandable rain cover to protect 2 
externally attached drones from the rain. 

• Puncture proof pockets for tools. 
• Quick release side straps for tripod & 

folding chair.
• Modular divider set with mesh pockets.
• Laptop pocket holds 15 inch models (and 

some 17 inch models).

2 external 
quad attachment 

straps

Personalizable 
PILOT TAG

LIPO SAFE POUCH sold separately

• Top pocket for small personal items.
• 2 side pockets with puncture proof 

organizer pockets for flat items.
• Stretchy mesh pockets on the sides.
• Comfortable hip and sternum straps.
• Comfortable back padding. 
• Protective soft cotton lining.

QUAD PITSTOP BACKPACK PRO


